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About This Game

You carried a vaccine against a deadly disease on a helicopter. The helicopter was hit by unknown people and made an
emergency landing. You need to collect all the cargo that you lost. The most important thing is that there are a lot of zombies

around, and armed mercenaries. Protect yourself and help ordinary people. You need to survive and save the world - the vaccine
is very necessary

The game has several game modes and a variety of setting levels, performed in pixelart.
A lot of bosses, such as: spider-tank, mega-zombies, ufo and others.

Pixel graphic style, hardcore and unforgettable music is all you need for a pleasant evening.
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Title: HellGunner
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
YarGri, EHTechnology
Publisher:
YarGri, EHTechnology
Release Date: 11 May, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 mb

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 450 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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OMG. What a great wonderful little gem. No loading screens, no mindless cutscenes, just nonstop and pure top view run'n'gun
action here. It's retro styled by design with it's small field of vision, hugely pixelated graphics style and melodic chip tune music.

Too bad it's a bit on the short side, but at least you get a bit of replayability out of it when looking for the hidden secrets. That is
of course only if you wouldn't just start it over because it's so damn funny to blast away all those nasty little (yet somehow cute)
zombie soldiers and their bigger mid and end boss companions.

I totally recommend this game. Just forget about playing it with your X-Box controller, because aiming will be unforgivingly
floaty, instead use keyboard and mouse to totally enjoy this game. I only hope we'll maybe recieve a second iteration. And now:
Go get the game and play, soldier. Your're dismissed.
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